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Villa Camerina
Region: Sicily Sleeps: 12

Overview
Villa Camerina is every one's wish who wants to spent a journey in Sicily. The 
luxurious house, rebuilt by the ancient Hunting House of Marchesi di Ganzeria, 
an old Sicilian family, is located in the middle of an unspoilt area of 20 
hectares, formerly the hunting reserve of the family.

The villa offers private garden and veranda, private pool and tennis court. All 
the comforts , the relax of the villa and the pool , will be at exclusive use of the 
guests.

The garden is all around the Villa with natural herbs and trees, like lemons, 
bitter orange, mulberry trees, fig trees ,almonds and a monumental agave. 
The pool in discreet position is surrounded by a characteristic prickly pear 
hedge, and offers a large solarium with pool beds and chairs.

Facilities
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Interior & Grounds
Villa Camerina faces the sun all the morning. From the rooms and the veranda 
you can see the garden and the country.

Villa Camerina offers up to 16/18 places, in 5 double bedrooms, 1 bedroom 
with 2 single beds, and in 2 extra beds. The large living room with full 
equipped kitchen and the lounge is the heart of the villa.

You will spend here unforgettable moments with your family or friends, 
comfortably sitting on the lounge or eating all together. The television with 
satellite system, the stereo and the wood stove will make this moment really 
magnificent.

The large covered veranda offers a big area directly on the garden for nice 
open air evenings or summer dinners, and there's a BBQ for guests to use if 
they fancy. All the rooms are equipped with independent air conditioning and 
heating system and all the bedrooms have their own private bathroom.

Additional Amenities
- Barbecue
- One cot and one highchair for free, others are available at 25 euros per week
- Ipod dock
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Location & Local Information
The quiet of the place, the discreet elegance of the villa, with every comfort, 
the vicinity to the town and to the beach, but also a perfect position to visit 
south-eastern Sicily, make the villa an ideal place for a journey in Sicily.
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €300

- Arrival time: After 4.00 pm

- Departure time: Before 10.00 am

- Changeover day: Saturday

- Pets welcome?: At an additional cost, please enquire

- Minimum stay: 1 week

Extras: The price is all inclusive for 12 people for more or fewer people rates on request. for long term rental please ask.


